Generalized constraint neural network regression model subject to linear priors.
This paper is reports an extension of our previous investigations on adding transparency to neural networks. We focus on a class of linear priors (LPs), such as symmetry, ranking list, boundary, monotonicity, etc., which represent either linear-equality or linear-inequality priors. A generalized constraint neural network-LPs (GCNN-LPs) model is studied. Unlike other existing modeling approaches, the GCNN-LP model exhibits its advantages. First, any LP is embedded by an explicitly structural mode, which may add a higher degree of transparency than using a pure algorithm mode. Second, a direct elimination and least squares approach is adopted to study the model, which produces better performances in both accuracy and computational cost over the Lagrange multiplier techniques in experiments. Specific attention is paid to both "hard (strictly satisfied)" and "soft (weakly satisfied)" constraints for regression problems. Numerical investigations are made on synthetic examples as well as on the real-world datasets. Simulation results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed modeling approach in comparison with other existing approaches.